attern books, or books of architectural
illustrations and plans, developed in the
United States in the years before the
Civil War. The most popular author, A.J.
Downing, inspired a new book type beginning in 1842 with Cottage Residences.
Downing published two more books before
his death in 1852, but numerous editions of
his work continued to be published for a
generation; the last edition of the book was
issued by his publisher in 1873. The publishing success of his books, which were textheavy in describing the moral associations
and aesthetic concerns of the emerging
Romantic Revival movement, encouraged
other authors and publishers to put out similar books. During the 1850s and even into the
Civil War years, pattern books were issued
that were intended to teach their audience to
appreciate the new architectural taste of
Romanticism—pointed Gothic arches, porches with fanciful scrollwork, and bracketed
eaves. This “picturesque” mode of building
design was also promoted in pattern books
by an appeal to the readers’ good taste and
morals, setting the occupant of such a house
above fellow men and women as someone
of “good taste.” Inspired readers could show
the images and plans to their local carpenterbuilder, and he would develop the idea
shown on the printed page to built form.
In so many ways, the Civil War and the
accompanying acceleration of the industrialization of the United States radically transformed society. In architecture, the Civil War
marked the nearly complete break from any
building done in the craft-transmitted vernacular building traditions of prior centuries, and
the shaping of American vernacular architecture as a consumer commodity driven by
published designs and plans. Post-Civil War
pattern books no longer assumed a master
builder was available to take the small drawing in the book and develop from it the
plans, materials lists, and other specifications

P

needed to actually build a house. Instead,
there was more language in the pattern
books of the immediate post Civil War period
about the need to hire an architect—
someone with the specialized knowledge to
create designs and specifications for a building, in addition to someone who would actually be the builder/contractor. And because
architecture at this moment in America was a
developing field, and its practitioners more
draftsmen/mechanics than university-trained
designers, the first pattern books published
after the Civil War were aimed just as much
at providing design inspiration to these selftaught architects as to their potential clients,
the middle-class American home builder.
There is no better illustration of the
change in intent and audience for pattern
books than the two books published in the
1860s by George Woodward. Woodward was
a civil engineer by training, but interested in
architecture and building. He worked in New
York City; he also owned property in Bergen
County, New Jersey. In his 1865 publication
Woodward’s Country Houses, he writes at
length about the ease of commuting between
downtown New York and northern New
Jersey, and he spends pages promoting the
merits of “country” (ie, suburban) life to his
readership. He did not actually state that
should one wish to buy property for a country house, one should to talk to him, buy his
land and he would also provide a design for
the house, but the message is quite clear.
The illustrations in Woodward’s book are
small engravings, showing mostly modestlysized houses with a Gothic or other Romantic
Revival cast evident in porch or eaves. At
least one house published in the book was
actually built, in Tenafly, Bergen County, in
1867. (Illustration A) It uses local brownstone, and the charming cottage quality of
the house shows how the picturesque details
of the era could enliven a simple structure. In
addition to designs for new residences,
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Woodward’s County Houses also recognized that there
were already houses in “the country,” some of them
occupying choice sites with beautiful natural settings. His
pattern book shows how to modernize an old house, in
this case, a classic gambrel-roofed Bergen County Dutch
Colonial, into a fashionable mansard-roofed house with
wrap-around porch. (Illustration B) Other than beforeand-after illustrations, however, there is no instruction on
how to carry out this transformation, nor how to build
the new houses. The text, in the Downing tradition, talks
about the moral and aesthetic superiority of the homeowner who adopts picturesque design in the suburbs,
creating the taste for such a thing without setting out the
precise methods for achieving it.
Only four years later, however, Woodward put out an
entirely different publication, that showed a new direction for the building of American houses. In connection
with a business partner, Edward G. Thompson, George
Woodward published Woodward’s National Architect in
1869. Just as the title indicates, this was intended for a
much broader audience than the New York-centric readers his previous book had addressed.
Woodward’s National Architect indicated in the opening pages that the only way for a prospective middleclass homeowner to successfully build a home was to
hire an architect. But the clear assumption was that it was
the architects themselves who would really be the audience for the pattern book. Its text includes
model contracts between architects and
clients, and model specifications to be used
by the architect to direct the work product
of carpenters and masons. (Illustration C,
D) The “architect” Woodward writes for is
a fellow engineer-builder; the men with
design interests and an understanding of
building process who created the modern
profession of architecture at this moment in
time. They transformed centuries of oral
tradition and craft into the written documents that would come to guide construcIllustration C
tion in the future.
The book shows perspective drawings and floor
plans of several different house designs, most in the stylistic guise we now call “Stick Style.” This was in many
ways an advance of earlier Carpenter Gothic designs.

Illustration A

Illustration B

Illustration D
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Wood formed both framing and finish in many American
houses, but Stick Style houses were known for the
applied wooden ornament or “sticks” which at least theoretically express the internal structural system of the
house. The highly ornamental exteriors provided the
irregular “picturesque” profile so admired in the era. One
of the most famous American examples of the style is the
Emlen Physick House in Cape May, New Jersey.
(Illustration E)
Woodward’s National Architect showed the selftaught architects across the country how to carry out this
new practice of designing, specifying, and overseeing
construction of stylish buildings. The plans and elevations he included marked a big step forward in the provision of “instructions” on how to build fashionable
houses from the earlier pattern books with their single
perspective drawing of a house. (Illustration F)
It was another New York publisher, William Shoppell,

Illustration E

Illustration F
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in the decade after Woodward’s publication,
who took the next step in turning pattern
books into useful design sources for building.
Shoppell believed that the local carpenterbuilders in the hinterlands who had created
houses from the pre-Civil War pattern books
were not able to build “modern” houses—not
because they were incompetent builders but
because they could not accurately specify the
increasing amounts of technology that would
be expected in a new house. Beginning in
the 1880s, there was a growing move to
include a central heating system, plumbing,
and even gas for lighting in middle class
houses. The traditional carpenter or mason
who put up an “old fashioned” house needed more guidance now on how to integrate
house frame and technology systems.

Shoppell built up the largest architectural
practice in the United States in the 1880s by
selling mail-order house plans that provided
more detail than any pattern book prior to
that time. (Illustration G) His Co-Operative
Building Association was headquartered in
lower Manhattan, employing dozens of
draftsmen who turned out plans and perspective sketches of mostly single-family suburban houses in the newly popular Queen
Anne style. These were published monthly
during the 1880s, and the drawings were also
combined in booklets and folios issued under
titles like “Modern Architecture” and “Low
Cost Houses.” Printed in “paperback” form
on cheap paper, Shoppell’s materials were
widely accessible and helped to develop the
taste of Americans for the irregular plans,

Illustration G
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living in such a house.
(Illustration H) The publications of the Cooperative
Building Association served
one purpose—to sell the
prospective homeowner on
a house design, and have
them order the plans and
specifications to build it.
The rest of the work of the
Cooperative
Building
Association was directed to
the builders and craftsmen
who would actually create
their houses.
Those who wished to
build their dream house
were encouraged to write
to Shoppell and to order
the complete plans and
specifications for one of the
hundreds of different models shown in his publications. Complete sets of
plans ran about $20. The
text of the pattern books
also encouraged potential
homeowners to write to ask
for variations on the standard plans, such as substituting a bedroom for a
Illustration H
bathroom or moving a
kitchen to the other side of
multi-surfaced exteriors, and vivid colors of the house to take advantage of conditions on
the Queen Anne house.
the particular building site. Such plans, even
Shoppell’s drawings of houses often customized, cost a fraction of what a local
incorporated well-dressed people on the “architect” would charge to draw them up,
sidewalk out front or in the gardens beside and could be presented directly to a local
the house; more often than not the figures builder, along with a contract for services
are of women and children, sometimes between the builder and homeowner. The
accompanied by a dog. There are hammocks Cooperative Building Association did much to
on the porches, curtains in the windows—in advance the idea of a “national” architecture,
short, all the domestic touches to allow the as homes built from these plans appeared
viewer to easily imagine the life of domestic across the United States, at least according to
bliss, beauty and ease that would accompany the testimonials of happy customers that
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Illustration I
Shoppell printed in his publications.
Shoppell’s publications also provided costs for houses, often arranging houses within a booklet or portfolio
with the least expensive up front and more expensive
houses farther along. Although we have no way of
knowing how accurate these cost estimates were, they
must have been effective because Shoppell’s Cooperative
Building Association remained in business for over two
decades, into the early years of the 20th century. The
inclusion of prices–rare and apparently unreliable in
American pattern books before Shoppell—did much to
help the potential home builder understand what they
might (or might not) be able to include in a “dream
house.” The information Shoppell’s publications and
plans presented directly to the potential home owner did
much to make home building more understandable, and
more of a consumer choice rather than an artistic one.
We know that Shoppell’s plans were not only purchased by individual homeowners, but also by local
builders creating “subdivisions.” In Madison, NJ, in the
mid-1880s, a local builder, in partnership with the local
lumberyard, purchased a tract of farm land near the railroad station and laid it out into narrow lots. The “Smith
Brothers,” the contractors, clearly ordered plans for the
houses they would build from the Cooperative Building
Association, because several are exact matches for hous-

Illustration J

Illustration K

Illustration L
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es in the neighborhood. (Illustrations I, J, K, L) Other
houses appear to be variations from the published models, fulfilling the promise of the Cooperative Building
Association that they would create customized plans
(Illustrations M,N) upon request.
Like any great innovator, Shoppell had his imitators,
and through the 1890s, other pattern books modeled on
his appeared, allowing consumers to chose a house from
the pages of a publication, and then mail-order the full
plans and specifications for construction. The most prolific of these was George Franklin Barber, from Knoxville,
Tennessee. Barber plans were also sold nationally, though
they seem to concentrate in the mid-west. There are identifiable Barber houses in New Jersey, including one in
Belvidere. (Illustration O,P). Barber’s work is identifiable for its Queen Anne style that often includes a flattened tower roof, and porch trim that forms a circulate
motif, both visible on this well-preserved New Jersey
example.
The next step in the “commercialization” of housing
went from ordering plans for a specific house to simply
ordering the house itself. Sears & Roebuck had been in
the mail-order business since the 1870s; their empire
expanded from farm implements and household goods to
include houses by 1908. The same factory efficiencies that
led to production of cheap consumer goods was har-

Illustration M

Illustration N

Illustration O

Illustration P
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Illustration Q
nessed to the creation of the “ready-bilt”
house. The parts and pieces of the frame, siding, and finishes were packaged together in
crates that could be delivered by railroad car.
In other words, one could order the plans and
the pre-cut, pre-sorted materials, and put
them together like a giant model or “kit.”
The first Sears kit houses were simple,
more like hunting cabins or outbuildings. A
few, more complex models used the design
vocabulary of the Queen Anne in a simplified
form (Illustration Q). But a new aesthetic
promoting simplicity over complexity was
coming to the fore with the rise of the bungalow. Sears and other suppliers of mail-order
houses, like the Aladdin Company or
Montgomery Ward, had a national reach.
Many regional firms created kit houses after
about 1910 as well. All the entries into this
business embraced the “modern” designs of
Bungalows and Foursquares. (Illustrations
R, S) These were efficient houses, designed

Illustration R

Illustration S
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Illustration T
for the servant-less, nuclear family. The favored materials
of the exterior—unpainted shingles or stucco—and the
minimal painted trimwork meant that maintenance was
easier for these houses. The idea was to create a house
that would encourage family life and free up time for
“worthy” pursuits—landscaping the yard, reading great
books, or turning to artistic/craft projects, rather than to
spend time in “house-keeping.”
These attitudes are the direct result of the influence of
another New Jersey resident and publisher, Gustav
Stickley. Stickley was an ardent promoter of the English
Arts & Crafts movement in America, and is chief vehicle
was The Craftsman magazine, begun in 1901. Stickley
encouraged Americans to build homes that were in harmony with their surroundings—rather than suburban, he
thought mostly about rural living. He himself established
Craftsman Farms in Parsippany, New Jersey, when that
community was distinctly rural. His own home, a log
house of grand proportion, was intended to be the centerpiece of a cooperative farmstead. (Illustration T)
Although known for the furniture produced with his
brother in upstate New York, Stickley may have had
more influence in American design history by promoting
the Arts and Crafts aesthetic to a broad audience. The
Craftsman magazine ceased publication in 1916, at the

Illustration U
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time Stickley himself faced bankruptcy and his furniture
and design stores closed. But by then, his ideas had
reached a large audience, in large part through the efforts
of “kit house” manufacturers.
Sears never sought a license from Stickley; while
Aladdin’s multi-decade commercial success was built on
ideas Stickley had promoted in The Craftsman, there was
never an acknowledgement of the debt. These commercial manufacturers made the Craftsman house accessible,
cheaply, to a broad American audience. In the process,
the truly open floorplans of a Stickley House, the landscaping subtleties of fitting a particular building to a site,
and the use of local materials for elements of the house
all fell away.
But in their stead, there was a compact, affordable
house that arrived on a railroad car, with all the wood
needed, already cut to length; all the plumbing parts;
siding; flooring; and roofing. (Illustration U) There
were plans, and instructions, and a builder, or even a
talented home-owner and a small crew, could erect a
strongly-built house in little time. The homeowner
needed to have the land, of course, and the masonry
materials for foundation and chimneys had to be provided locally, but the kit houses brought fashion and
efficiency to many communities in the first third of the
20th century.
One of the last house models produced by Sears
was the popular “Lexington” model. (Illustration V)
By the 1930s, taste had shifted from Bungalows to the
Colonial Revival. With Rockefeller’s creation of
“Colonial Williamsburg” in the 1930s, and a sense in the
Great Depression that there needed to be a reexamination of “American” values, the clapboard sided
colonial house once again captured popular imagination. “The Lexington,” a center-hall colonial, was one of
the largest Sears houses from their entire mail-order kithouse line. Several were built in New Jersey; one,
ordered for local dentist Frederick Lum in Chatham, NJ,
was showcased in a Sears advertising brochure from
1933. (Illustration W) It still stands, in a gracious
neighborhood of other large houses. (Illustration X)
It may be the only house on the street built from a kit,
and it shows the promise that factory-production of
building materials and corporate production of the
designs met in providing Americans with high quality
housing.

Illustration V

Illustration W

Illustration X
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The Great Depression slowed sales of
kit houses, and there were too many people who had bought the house on credit
who found they could not pay it back as
they lost jobs. Sears, which had built a business by providing purchase on credit for all
manner of things, was left in the untenable
position of repossessing a put-together kit
house on land they did not own. Removing
a standing house was not the way to generate good will for the company so they
took their losses on the kit house business,
and then closed out their activity in creating
housing.
Other kit house manufacturers survived
into the post-war housing boom, but kits,
and later pre-fabs, together only ever captured about 12–15% of the housing market
in the United States. (Illustration Y)
Pattern books on the model of the
Cooperative Building Association of the 19th
century continued publication in a paper
format into the 1990s, when digital production took over. These books (or on-line
sites) show fashionable houses and simple
floorplans. The consumer orders the full set
of plans and specifications for construction
by a local builder. There is an architect
behind the plans and specifications; someone working to create generalized, useful
efficient homes, but without ever knowing
the site or the client. These pattern books
have, since the 19th century, brought architectural design to the masses who would
otherwise be unable to obtain the services
of an architect.
Housing in the post-war era shifted to
“mass production” as epitomized by the
development created on Long Island by the
builders, Levitt & Sons. The pattern book,
or book of popular designs for housing
remained an important element for trans-

Illustration Y
mitting ideas about current architectural
design to the potential home-building audience. The “consumer” of housing today
prefers an already-built product, specified
by a builder or developer and erected speculatively. The consumer’s involvement with
design of a new house may be limited to
selecting a color for bathroom tile or the
type of kitchen appliances—almost never
about the pitch of the roof or the location
of a bedroom within the building.
Today, pattern books still exist, although
they have been adopted in other media—
television, particularly HGTV; magazines;
and of course, digital formats. This remains
our common building form, our “vernacular” architecture of the 21st century.
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